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Screen Examples  

Opening 



Production Main Menu Screen 

This is the Production Main Menu of the WinTPSTM  program.  From this screen the plant operator makes 

the program selections to operate WinTPSTM.  Access to system functions may be limited via powerful 

Security features on a per user or user group level. 



The Stores/Accounts section of WinTPSTM is becomes the Start Page for wholesale data entry & customer 

service operators.  This form provides access to all the critical information concerning an account, including 

invoices, rental orders details, payments ..etc.  New orders and sales can be quickly created from here.  

Accounts can be easily emailed from here also.  The form is the primary management tool for dealing with 

wholesale accounts. 

Stores/Accounts Form 



Tracked Inventory 

This is a Rental Inventory form for a tracked rental item.  Inventory management is an important tool to 

determine what styles & sizes are most profitable, as well as knowing where inventory is at any point in 

time.  WinTPS™ provides strong tools to accomplish both tasks!  Statistics are available down to the 

Serial/ID number level.  WinTPS™ maintains one inventory, but supports both rental & retail items, 

maintaining statistics for sales and rentals. 



Order Entry – Detail 

Two forms are involved with the entry of a rental order.  This ‘Detail Form allows for ship to(pick-up) 

location, end-user customer name, event name, use dates and ship methods to be captured. 



Order Entry – Items 

This is page two of the rental order entry and this form contains the styles, sizes & price for the order.  
WinTPS™ provides several data entry tools to speed the entry process, i.e. as-pictured codes, accessory 

package pricing, measurement conversion to size and others.    Each item has a dynamic production status 

for quick reference. 



Over Booking 

Occasionally inventory will become overbooked.  WinTPS™ provides a powerful tool to insure overbooking is 

caught early and to provide time to substitute or sub-rent inventory from a supplier.  First, it alerts the order 

entry operator when a order is being taken for items not available.  However, many circumstances required 

the order to be accepted.  Once a decision is made to sub-rent inventory the sub-rented items can be 

assigned to the specific orders making it easier for production assembly staff to locate the needed inventory. 



The first step in the production 

process is the printing of Picking 

Tickets.  At left is the Picking Ticket 

Printing screen.  Each tuxedo order 

entered into WinTPSTM is assigned an 

Assembly Date (which is the date that 

the order must be assembled by).  To 

maximize productivity, Picking Tickets 

can be printed for any confirmed 

orders in the system by Assembly 

Date, by Store Location or by 

Shipping Method.  Printing can also 

be limited to orders with hanging 

inventory. 

Print Picking Tickets Screen 



This is an example of a Picking Ticket, which shows the Order number, the name of the customer 

and event, the Pickup date, the “Assemble on” date (which is the date the order must be 

assembled by), and an itemized list of every garment that makes up the entire tuxedo order.  

Items that will be sourced from sub-renters will be highlighted.  Picking Tickets can be customized 

by the user and can be printed on a variety of printer types. 

Picking Ticket Example 



Assembling orders is the process of telling WinTPSTM that the individual garment pieces that make up the order 

are being physically brought together.  This is accomplished using the Assemble Orders screen.  Here, the 

operator scans the order number barcode on the Picking Ticket (or manually types in the order number).  The 

individual items that make up the order are displayed, which helps to reduce errors by insuring the correct items  

have been pulled for the order.  If any of the items that make up the order are “Tracked” items, the serial numbers 

for those items are scanned in (this “links” the specific tracked items to the order and customer).  Once the order 

is assembled, it is ready to be shipped or to be picked up by the customer.  Red indicates NOT assembled. 

Assemble Orders Screen 



Once assembled most orders will be shipped to their destination.  The WinTPS™ Shipping module 

will help to reduce errors by checking to insure packages are being sent to the correct destination & 

by the proper ship method, allow the capture of shipping charges & tracking numbers, alert the 

operator when an account has exceeded their credit limit and  print invoices, packing slips & CODs.  

Ship Orders Screen 



Store/Accounts Invoice Form 

WinTPSTM contains complete Wholesale Invoicing & Accounts Receivable capability.  Shown here is a sample 

‘on-line’ Invoice Detail screen.  An operator can drill down to the specific charges and rental orders that 

comprise rental charges.  Payments or adjustments can be entered, as well as invoice reprinting and statement 

printing supported. 



 A/R Statement 

This is a sample of a printed Accounts Receivable Statement.  Statements automatically perform 30 day aging. 



Return Orders Form 

Returning a single tracked inventory item on a order will automatically return all non-tracked items.  Inventory 

needed immediately for orders in assembly will be displayed on the screen as a ‘Hot Item’.  Items may be 

returned to a batch or bag number for easy laundry tracking. 



WinTPSTM keeps track of your shop’s inventory items when they are going through the laundry/dry cleaning 

process.  Items can be organized into separate “Laundry Batches”.  The shop may break down their laundry 

items into separate “Tracked Item” batches and “Non-Tracked Item” batches.  Each batch is assigned a 

unique “Batch/Bag” number, which helps facilitate the accurate return of the inventory items as they are 

returned from the laundry. 

Laundry Orders 



Reports 

WinTPSTM provides many built-in production reports to help track the status of current and future orders, inventory 

accounts, items in Laundry, orders that are late in being returned and many others.  Custom reports can easily be 

created via the integrated Query report writer or via other software tools like Excel or Crystal Reports. 



This slideshow presentation has 

only just scratched the surface of 

the capabilities and functions of 

the WinTPS™ program. 

 

For more information and to 

arrange a live demonstration 

contact BBL Systems. 

 

6021 Sandy Springs Cir. NW 

Atlanta, GA  30328 

(800) 587-7277  x117 

sales@bblsystems.com 

Closing 


